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About This Game

TWO SHIPS BATTLE AN ENDLESS WAR IN SPACE AND TIME

Redshift Blueshift is a lightning-paced local multiplayer paddle game in which two pilots fight to keep the hyper-ball in play
while contending with obstacles and threats unleashed by their opponent!

Played best with a friend and two gamepads, you can also play single player or with a keyboard!

How to Play

Gamepad: Right-stick: Move / A: Fire / X: Speed Change
Keyboard: Arrow Keys: Move / X or V: Fire / Z or C: Speed Change

Paddle Mode: Dodge drone fire and missiles and hit the ball!
Fighter Mode: Shoot at anything sharing your ships colors!

Redshift Blueshift was originally created in 48 hours for Ludum Dare 30, where it placed #6 overall and #2 in audio. Since then
it has been accepted into the Magfest Indie Videogame Showcase as well as the first Indie Megabooth at EGX!
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Cool artwork & silly yet meaningful story through the perspective of a young kid about the perils of bullies & life. I've only
played about an hour of the game but it's a cool little 2D beat-em-up with a nice story. I have some issues with the controls via
keyboard, which seem like the inputs are delayed before the character strikes, but maybe if I connect my controller to it I'll have
a better time with it. It is not bad, I do recommend the game if you love 2D fighting games & dig unique artwork.

6.5\/10 for me!!!. It has improved since the beginning where everything crushed and lagged, but there is still plenty of probelms
that ends the game sometimes. The game itself has nothing new on its old version, so I was quite disappointed . This is starting
to look like one of these short-lived money-grabing fake revival of classic game = =
Also, FM Draft Rolling Tournement is not working, and I was so excited to get a ticket of it :-(
There was an internal problem handling your request. The issue was logged to our servers under key '837c5118-b2d4-40dd-8bce-
ea428391ea0b' This is all the information I got. Can't find support either, unless it is hidden somwhere inside this maze of
complicated interfaces.. The original Faerie Solitare was based on tripeaks, this has a more pair mahjong feel to it. Match pairs
of the same color suit [hearts\/diamonds or spades\/clubs] to build combo or match freely to comboless and clear board of cards.
Rather simple gameplay but the Soundtrack makes you think your on some grand adventure... might be top 5 OST all time..
10\/10, highly recommend! This game brought me right back to goofing off on flash game websites in the computer lab of my
middle school. Expect silly dialogue, typos, small bugs, repetitive combat, and missing attacks constantly even though your hit
chance is like \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING 80%.

Definitely purchase this game!

Check out some gameplay here -
https:\/\/youtu.be\/UFRG5tCNygc. This is the best game I ever played, story is secomd to none. I Cried like 10 times. 11/10
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Relatively short game. Took me about 6 hours to complete it. Puzzles are pretty easy. Artwork was good but once again i think i
played it for humour and story rather than the complexity or the thrill.. I decided to check this game out after following a
discussion about how it was surprisingly good.

Spent the rest of the day binging on it. It's surprisingly good.

The writing is consistently entertaining, the characters interesting and endearing. If you're planning to get it as porn, you might
be disappointed, but if you're looking for a refreshing adventure romance, you probably won't be.. It's a very fun game, but the
game is still in early access and these has not been any updates in a while. The game needs a little more in my opinion. But it's
Very awesome while it lasts. Some ideas: A map editor, an option to maybe arrange teams, EX: your friend thinks he's way too
good at the game, so what if you could make the game a 4v1 against your friend? There IS an online multiplayer mode, but it's
empty most of the time. Also can there be a way that me and my friend can play on the same computer? Something like I have
WASD and he has the arrow keys? There is so much more to add, But otherwise and overall I recommend this game to anyone..
This is the worst thing ever. No graphics or Graphics options. Just give up game... Give up..... Four years in development and it
is really disappointing.

Compared to Hotline Miami or Ruiner (or even Hatred) it's just poor. Controls have lags (it's a nightmare on a controller), story
is tiresome with ugly cutscenes, and numb dialogue, and for a shoot'em up game you have small selection of weapons (only
four).

It's not worth the price.. Bought this game yesterday because I was having some friends over. We planned on playing a bunch of
games but ended up playing just this for most of the day. It's very fun! We played a variety of game modes in the afternoon and
mostly just played Last Man Standing in the evening, as we perceived that one to be the most fun. We only didn't like the
football one.

Some criticism though:
We were playing with 4 people and filled the remaining 4 slots with bots. Bot difficulty was a bit iffy. On higher difficulties
bots have excellent timing with their sword swings, making them practically impossible to beat in toe-to-toe melee combat.
However, even on Extreme difficulty the AI is still dumb as bricks, so if given enough freedom you can easily outsmart them.
This makes the optimal difficulty vary a lot between game modes. For example, modes like Arms Race which just focus on
killing as fast as possible were best played on regular difficulty, while on Last Man Standing even on Extreme difficulty the bots
struggled to keep up with the players.. A stupendously well-written interactive fiction novel with a vast array of choice. I also
got to strike a blow against The Patriarchy (TM) with my decision to not let my cat be identified by mere gender constructs.
Take that, White Male Oppression!

  A very amusing and entertaining game, recommended to virtually anyone with a sense of humour and a penchant for reading.
Oh, and to anyone who's thinking of doing an interactive novel themselves: THIS is the bar you should be measuring yourself
against. Barely-readable pidgin English might be acceptable in the notes we find in low-budget horror games, but when words is
all you have, you'd best up your game. Just sayin'...

  My only criticisms? The ending is a bit on the abrupt side, despite the overall product being a tad long for its own good. But
these are minor complaints, at best. A top-notch interactive novel by almost every conceivable standard.

  Verdict: 9.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Pretty nice game to play alone i won tlie good job. I like it! :>. I can't even beat the tutorial because I get no useful
cards when the AI gets whatever it fancies, then smashes me by twenty points. Four attempts now, and I have had enough.
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